
LESS SPILLS 
AND MORE THRILLS
The Wyff’r is a single-handed flip top cap for your favorite cleaners, that's both easy to open and effortless to close.

The Wyff'r is sold as a novelty only, not for medical use. 
No therapeutic benefits are claimed of any kind, either expressed or implied.
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4. Permanent Rubber Seal
“Permanent protection built in”

Grabbing a rubber can be a hassle in the heat
of the moment. The new Wyff’r features a
rubber seal built into the cap itself, creating
a crucial barrier between the bottle and the
lid to keep the good stuff in and prevent
leakage. 

1. Glow in the Dark Button Seal
“Do it in the dark!” “A bigger hole for more pleasure”

The seal of the cap is made of a glow in the
dark rubber making it easier for you to find
in the dark. For best results, charge the seal
under bright light for at least five minutes
before setting the mood. Also, unlike other
hard plastic caps, the softness of the rubber
seal provides an extra layer of protection
from leakage. 

2. Single Handed, Flip Top
“Easy to open and effortless to close,
 single handedly”

In the heat of the moment, there’s rarely a
hand to spare. Since most bottle caps take
two hands to open, the signature feature of
the Wyff’r is the flip cap. Flip the top open to
easily release your favorite aromas and seal
the cap effortlessly to prevent major spills,
all with one hand. 

3. Extra Large Opening

Looking for a bigger hole? The new Wyff’r cap
features an opening nearly the same size as
the uncapped bottle itself—bigger than any
other product on the market. A bigger hole
means more aroma and more pleasure, it’s
that simple.

5. Three Sizes Available
“Size Matters!
 Right sized for a tighter fit”

We’re no size queen, but we all know size
matters. It’s all about a tight fit! Bottles vary
in size and shape, and now Wyff’r does too.
With three sizes, including a lid designed with
Double Scorpio™ bottles in mind, the Wyff'r
is right sized for your pleasure.

“Keep it clean!”
6. Cap Keeper

While the Wyff’r is not in use, the cap keeper
protects the inside of the Wyff’r from debris
and the bright color makes it easy to spot.
When the Wyff’r is installed on your bottle,
the cap keeper also fits the native cap to
keep it clean and easy to find.
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Size/Color
Bottle Shape
Typical Volume

: Small / Yellow
: Round
: 15ml

Size/Color
Bottle Shape
Typical Volume

: Medium / Red
: Round / Square
: 10ml - 30ml

Size/Color
Bottle Shape
Typical Volume

: Large / Grey
: Round / Square
: 30ml

18/400 Thread Finish 22/400 Thread Finish20/400 Thread Finish



POP DISPLAY 
TYPE

10 UNITS
CASE PACK

9 ¾” L x 4 ½” W x 3 ¾” H
DIMENSIONS

MASS PIECES
TYPE

300 PIECES

6 QT BUCKET

CASE PACK

DIMENSIONS

CLAMSHELL
TYPE

20 UNITS
CASE PACK

4 ¼” L x 1” W x 5 ¾” H
DIMENSIONS

BULK BIN
TYPE

50 PIECES
CASE PACK

4 ¾” L x 4 ¾” W x 6” H
DIMENSIONS
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